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Due to a sudden loss of a key member of Planning due to an unexpected medical event, Mary, David and Reed immediately stepped in to provide essential support in their team member’s absence. Despite their own heavy workloads, they offered their assistance with enthusiasm with the goal of helping Planning continue their work while allowing their team member to rest and recuperate without having to worry about work.

- Mary has been an invaluable go to on all maps and GIS system administration
- David has assisted with Real Estate parcel identification and SCL data mapping and review
- Reed has provided tech support in developing an interactive map and SCL space planning support

⇒ They had to quickly learn new skills and data systems to provide critical mapping and GIS support
⇒ Communicated openly and honestly about the support they could provide and what help they needed
⇒ They filled in this critical gap while maintaining the quality of their own work
⇒ They showed respect for each other’s different skills so they could all provide their best support
⇒ An exemplary example of teamwork

**Congratulations, Team!**
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